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Successfully Battling Fruit Fly Hazards with Fruitfly Solutions

If you have suddenly discovered a lot of tiny gnat-like insects in your home, there is a good possibility that
you are dealing with a fruit fly infestation, and it is time to turn to the products made by Fruitfly Solutions.

Nov. 6, 2008 - PRLog -- If you have suddenly discovered a lot of tiny gnat-like insects in your home, there
is a good possibility that you are dealing with a fruit fly infestation, and it is time to turn to the products
made by Fruitfly Solutions.  Don’t falsely assume that simply because the colder months have rolled around
that fruit flies cannot appear in your home or business; fruit flies can become an infestation problem any
time of the year.  While it is true that fruit flies tend to appear during the warmer months and around the
beginning of autumn, they can be a pesky, troublesome problem the whole year through.  Thankfully,
 Fruitfly Solutions offers reasonable solutions for fruit fly infestation issues.
Fruit flies are so called because they are attracted to fruits and vegetables; primarily, one will often soon
discover fruit flies after bringing home fresh produce and/or perishables.  Fruit flies are tiny, flying insects
that are attracted to the scent of fermenting or rotting food, and are therefore drawn to overripe produce.
 The fruit fly will lay eggs directly on or nearby foods that are fermenting or in other areas where moisture
is found on the organic foods and perishables; fantastic breeders, these insects can lay as many as five
hundred eggs in an instance.  Once fruit fly eggs hatch, the larvae begin to feed on the rotting or fermenting
food; this results in tainted areas which, if eaten, can cause an individual to experience intestinal and bowel
irritations.
It isn’t long before one has a fruit fly infestation and the pesky insects can prove quite difficult to get rid of;
that’s were Fruitfly Solutions comes in.  Since fruit flies are amazingly fast breeders, the quickest way to
rid one’s home of the pests is to rely on powerful, safe products, like those produced by Fruitfly Solutions.
 Through Fruitfly Solutions consumers can purchase convenient and powerful fruit fly eliminators like
drain cleaning products, safe and effective fly traps, foam cleaners and solutions, all of which are safe to
use and readily affordable.
Fruit fly infestations don’t just disappear.  One of the most vital steps a consumer can take in eliminating
issues with fruit fly infestation are identified in eliminating typical reproductive sites for the fruit fly.  These
sites are located in areas where there is organic material, moisture or a combination of both.  Without the
appropriate elimination of reproduction sites, the consumer will endure an ongoing battle with the pesky
insects!  By turning to Fruitfly Solutions and using an assortment of fruit fly infestation treatment products
like special lighting, traps, and cleaners, the consumer can quickly eradicate any existing issue with fruit
flies!
“When I first found out we had a fruit fly problem at our restaurant, I thought I would never get rid of
them!  Thanks to Fruitfly Solutions, not only did I get rid of every last insect, but I did it with super speed!”
M. Tegan – Restaurant Owner
Fruitfly Solutions has products that will assist the consumer with ridding pipes of organic materials: a prime
breeding location for fruit flies that appreciate moist organic materials for feeding and reproduction.
 Unique surface cleaners also supply the consumer with safe products which will rid all surfaces of bacteria
which can stimulate the breeding and growth of fruit flies.  Consumers can also select from the truly
powerful fruit fly attracting traps created by Fruitfly Solutions; the fly traps made by Fruitfly Solutions
attract the pests, contain them safely in a small and easily concealable container, and the traps can later be
discarded after use.
For powerful and reasonably priced fruit fly treatments and products, visit:
www.fruitflysolutions.com
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